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ABSTRACT

We describe the experiences and results from a long-term
collaboration between two universities and Pritsker Corpo-
ration on agrant funded by theNational ScienceFoundation.
Thegoal of thejoint work istomakestate-of-the-art research
in the area of ranking and selection available to practicing
engineers and management scientists.

1 INT RODUCTION

Thispaper describesacommon problem encountered in uni-
versity research settings and in software companies: How
does one develop software that converts new algorithmic
developments into a product that is easily usable by prac-
titioners? The key problem lies in determining how the
customer and application characteristics interact with algo-
rithm limitations. The customer and application character-
istics also define the requirements for the user interfaces.
In this paper the specific problem is the delivery of ranking
and selection (R&S) software for use by simulation mod-
elers and analysts. The goal of R&S is to determine the
best simulated scenario, or a subset containing the best,
with precise statistical guarantees about the validity of the
choice.

The make-up of the project team—containing both in-
dustry and academic participants—led to a more-precise
definition of the problem statement. This refined problem
statement is to develop asoftwaremodule in aspecific envi-
ronment, which allows for the use of several specific R&S
algorithms for comparing multiple scenarios, where each
algorithm and each scenario may have its own model and
8

statistical input and output characteristics. The algorithms
that were implemented were limited to those studied and
created by Goldsman and Nelson (G&N). The simulation
system selected was AweSim, and the simulation language
was Visual SLAM, based on the participation of Pritsker
and Opicka.

This paper describes the module, Scenario
Selector , and examples of its use to meet the needs
of practitioners as presented in the problem statement. In
Section 2wediscusshow theteam wasformed. Wegivethe
algorithmsincluded inScenari o Selecto r inSection3.
Sections4 and 5describetheScenari o Selecto r inter-
face and our experiences with its use, including examples.
Weconcludeby describing theinteractionsof theteam while
performing the project and potential future collaboration.

2 VISION

In October of 1995, G&N submitted a proposal to the
National ScienceFoundation (NSF) toundertakeresearchon
fiveclassesof problemsencounteredwhentrying tocompare
scenariosviacomputer simulation: screening alargenumber
of scenarios to eliminate the clearly inferior ones; finding
the best scenario; comparing alternative scenarios to afixed
standardof performance; comparingalternativesto adefault;
and comparing scenariosthat arefunctionally related. In the
proposal, they pointed out that research on basic methods
wasneededtoaddressthespecial problemsandopportunities
that arisein theanalysisof simulationexperiments, problems
and opportunitiesthat do not arisein, for instance, biological
or medical experiments (e.g., dealing with dependent data
and the use of common random numbers in experiment
3
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design). However, the key premise of the proposal, whic
led to the collaboration described in this paper, was th
following: “. . . advanced analysis tools will not be applied
routinely unless they are included in the software packag
that simulation analysts use. Further, these tools will no
appear in simulation software until (a) their use can b
made transparent to the analyst; (b) they are robust enou
to be generally applicable, or they are self-diagnosing whe
they are not applicable; and (c) they provide results tha
are easily interpreted for making decisions.”

In other words, G&N wanted to develop analysis tool
that would be easy to include in general-purpose simulati
packages. Further, instead of producing special-purpo
research software or unsupported public-domain progra
to facilitate the technology transfer that NSF desired, G&
sought to insure that the research results would be
cluded in commercial software packages. This approa
was inspired by the many successful collaborations th
exist between academic statisticians and the companies
produce general-purpose statistical analysis packages.

Consistent with the premise, G&N obtained the sup
port of two leading software vendors. Both vendors develo
commercial simulation software and provide consulting i
manufacturing and service applications. Both agreed
support the proposed research by (i) donating commerc
simulation software, (ii) participating in an annual review o
the research progress, and (iii) providing guidance and fee
back during the course of the research, specifically guidan
related to software development and feedback regarding
needs of practitioners. Items (ii) and (iii) were accom
plished via formal presentations and extended discussio
at the vendors’ offices during the summers of 1996–199
and at each year’s Winter Simulation Conference. In tur
G&N agreed to help with internal development of the com
mercial software, but not develop the software themselve
so that each company would have clear ownership of, a
the expertise to support, the software it produced. Th
paper is the result of collaboration with one of the compa
nies, Pritsker Corporation, currently a division of SYMIX
Systems, Inc.

3 PROCEDURES

3.1 Introduction and Notation

Informally speaking, ranking and selection procedures a
used toscreenthe alternative scenarios in order to find a
small subset of those scenarios that contains the best (o
least a “good” one), orselectoutright the best scenario.

In practice, we could invoke a screening procedure
pare down a large number of alternatives into a palatab
number; at that point, we might use a selection procedu
to make the more fine-tuned choice of the best. Provid
that certain assumptions are met, a screening procedure
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choose a subset containing the best (or a good) scenario,
a selection procedure will pick the best, with a user-specifi
confidence level.

R&S procedures allow for the specification of a “pract
cal-significant” difference, often denoted byδ. Any scenario
whose performance is withinδ of the best can be considered
as a candidate for the best.

To facilitate what follows we define some notation
Let Yij represent thej th simulation output from scenario
i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k scenarios andj = 1, 2, . . . . For fixed
i, we will always assume that the outputs from scenar
i, Yi1, Yi2, . . ., are independent and identically distribute
(i.i.d.). These assumptions are plausible ifYi1, Yi2, . . .

are outputs across independent replications, or if they
appropriately defined batch means from a single replicati
after accounting for initialization effects. Letµi = E[Yij ]
denote the expected value of an output from theith scenario,
and let σ 2

i = Var[Yij ] denote its variance. The method
we describe in Sections 3.2–3.3 make comparisons ba
on estimates ofµi . We will only consider situations in
which there is no known functional relationship amon
the µi . Therefore, there is no potential information to b
gained about one scenario from simulating the others
such as might occur if theµi were a function of some
explanatory variables—and no potential efficiency to b
gained from fractional-factorial experiment designs, grou
screening designs, etc.

We now describe the three mean-based procedures
will be used byScenario Selector ; in Section 3.4 we
describe an alternative approach that was also implemen

3.2 Subset Selection

The subset selection approach is a screening device
attempts to select a (random-size)subsetof thek competing
designs that contains the design with the largest (or smalle
expected responseµi . Gupta (1956, 1965) proposed a
single-stage procedure for this problem that is applicable
cases when the data from the competing designs are balan
(i.e., use equal sample sizes) and are normal with comm
(unknown) varianceσ 2. Nelson, et al. (1998) handle more
general cases—in particular, those in which the unknow
variancesσ 2

i , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, are not necessarily equal. A
variation of their procedure as implemented inScenario
Selector is given below:

3.2.1 Subset

1. Specify the common sample sizen, the practical-
significant differenceδ, and the desired probability
1 − α of actually including some design withinδ of
the best in the selected subset. Further, calculate
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following quantile from thet-distribution with n − 1
degrees of freedom:

t = t
1−(1−α)

1
k−1 ,n−1

.

2. Take an i.i.d. sampleYi1, Yi2, . . . , Yin from each of the
k scenarios simulated independently.

3. Calculate thek sample means̄Yi = ∑n
j=1 Yij /n. For

all i 6= `, calculate the sample variance of the differen

S2
i` =

∑n
j=1

(
Yij − Y j̀ − (Ȳi − Ȳ`)

)2

n − 1
.

In addition, calculate the quantity

Wi` = tSi`/
√

n

for all i 6= `.
4. Include theith design in the selected subset if

Ȳi ≥ Ȳ` − (Wi` − δ)+ for all ` 6= i,

where(a)+ = max{0, a}.

If we had been interested in selecting responses with
smallestexpected values, then the final step above wo
instead be to include theith design ifȲi ≤ Ȳ`+(Wi`−δ)+.

3.3 Select the Best

Suppose we want to select the single scenario with the lar
(or smallest) expected value. In a stochastic simulation s
a “correct selection” can never be guaranteed with certai
The selection procedures considered here guarantee to s
the best scenario with high probability whenever it is at leas
user-specified amount better than the others; this “practi
significant” differenceδ is called the indifference zone in
the statistical literature. Law and Kelton (1991) describe
number of selection procedures that have proven usefu
simulation, while Bechhofer, Santner, and Goldsman (BS
(1995) provide a comprehensive review of such procedu

Multiple comparison procedures (MCPs) approach t
problem of determining the best scenario by forming sim
taneous confidence intervals on the meansµi − maxj 6=i µj

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. These confidence intervals are know
specifically asmultiple comparisons with the best (MCB,
and they bound the difference between the expected pe
mance of each scenario and the best of the others. The
MCB procedures were developed by Hsu (1984); a th
ough review is found in Hochberg and Tamhane (198
MCPs are often used in conjunction with selection proc
dures (Matejcik and Nelson 1995 and Nelson and Matej
1995).
8
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The next two procedures use sampling strategies
which the (normal) observations among scenarios are in
pendent, i.e.,Yij is independent ofYi′,j for all i 6= i′ and all
j . The first combines Rinott’s (1978) two-stage selectio
procedure with accompanying MCB intervals, simultan
ously guaranteeing a probability of correct selection a
confidence-interval coverage probability of at least1 − α

under the stated assumptions.

3.3.1 Rinott

1. Specify the practical-significant differenceδ, the desired
probability of correct selection1−α, and the common
first-stage sample sizen0 ≥ 2. Let hα solve Rinott’s
integral forn0, k, andα (see the tables in Wilcox 1984
or BSG 1995).

2. Take an i.i.d. sampleYi1, Yi2, . . . , Yin0 from each of
the k scenarios simulated independently.

3. Calculate the first-stage sample meansȲ
(1)
i = ∑n0

j=1
Yij /n0, and marginal sample variances

S2
i =

∑n0
j=1

(
Yij − Ȳ

(1)
i

)2

n0 − 1
,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
4. Compute the final sample sizes

Ni = max
{
n0,

⌈
(hαSi/δ)2

⌉}
for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, whered·e is the integer “round-up”
function.

5. TakeNi −n0 additional i.i.d. observations from scenario
i, independently of the first-stage sample and the oth
scenarios, fori = 1, 2, . . . , k.

6. Compute the overall sample means¯̄Y i = ∑Ni

j=1 Yij /Ni

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
7. Select the scenario with the largest¯̄Y i as best.
8. Simultaneously form the MCB confidence intervals

µi − max
j 6=i

µj ∈
[
−

(
¯̄Y i − max

j 6=i

¯̄Y j − δ

)−
,

(
¯̄Y i − max

j 6=i

¯̄Y j + δ

)+]

for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, where (a)+ = max{0, a} and
−(b)− = min{0, b}.

If we had been interested in selecting the scenario with t
smallestexpected value, then the final steps above wou

instead be to select the scenario with the smallest¯̄Y i as best,
and then form the MCB confidence intervals by substitutin
min’s for max’s.
5
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Nelson, et al. (1998) show how to combine Section 3.2
subset procedure with the Rinott procedure. Thistwo-phase
procedure is of great utility when the experimenter is initially
faced with a large number of alternatives—the idea is fo
the subset procedure to pare out non-contending scenar
after which Rinott selects the best from the survivors.

3.3.2 Two-Phase: Subset + Rinott

1. Specify the overall desired probability of correct se
lection1− α, the practical-significant differenceδ, the
common initial sample sizen0 ≥ 2, and the initial
number of competing scenariosk. Further, set

t = t
1−(1−α/2)

1
k−1 ,n0−1

and lethα/2 solve Rinott’s integral forn0, k, andα/2
(see Wilcox 1984 or BSG 1995).

2. Carry out algorithm Subset withn = n0. Call the
retained subsetI . If I contains a single index, then
stop and return that scenario as the best. Otherwis
for all i ∈ I , compute the second-stage sample sizes

Ni = max
{
n0,

⌈
(hα/2Si/δ)2

⌉}
and takeNi − n0 additional i.i.d. observations from all
scenariosi ∈ I .

3. Compute the overall sample means¯̄Y i = ∑Ni

j=1
Yij /Ni for i ∈ I , and select the scenario with the

largest ¯̄Y i as best.
4. With probability at least1 − α, we can claim that

* for all i ∈ I c, we haveµi < maxj 6=i µj (i.e., the
scenarios excluded by the screening are not th
best), and

* if we define Ji = {j : j ∈ I andj 6= i}, then for
all i ∈ I ,

µi − max
j∈Ji

µj ∈
[
−

(
¯̄Y i − max

j∈Ji

¯̄Y j − δ

)−
,

(
¯̄Y i − max

j∈Ji

¯̄Y j + δ

)+]
.

3.4 Multinomial Approach

Another approach is to select the scenario that is most like
to have the largestactual realization (instead of the largest
expectedrealization). To this end, one can definepi as the
probability that designi will produce the largest realization
from a given vector-observation(Y1j , Y2j , . . . , Ykj ); i.e.,

pi = Pr

{
Yij > max

`6=i
Y j̀

}

86
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whenY1j , Y2j , . . . , Ykj are mutually independent. The goal
now is to select the design associated with the largestpi-
value. This goal is equivalent to that of finding the multino-
mial category having the largest probability of occurrence
and there is a rich body of literature concerning such prob
lems.

More specifically, suppose that we want to select th
correct category with probability1 − α whenever the ratio
of the largest to second largestpi is greater than some user-
specified constant, sayθ > 1. The indifference constantθ
can be regarded as the smallest ratio “worth detecting.”

The following single-stageprocedure was proposed
by Bechhofer, Elmaghraby, and Morse (BEM) (1959) to
guarantee the above probability requirement.

3.4.1 BEM

1. For the givenk, and(α, θ) specified prior to the start
of sampling, findn from the tables in BEM (1959),
Gibbons, Olkin, and Sobel (1977) or BSG (1995).

2. Take a random sample ofn observations Yi1,

Yi2, . . . , Yin from each scenarioi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,

k. Turn these inton independent multinomial observa-
tions, (X1j , X2j , . . . , Xkj ), j = 1, 2, . . . ,

n, by setting

Xij =
{

1, if Yij > max̀ 6=i{Y j̀ }
0, otherwise,

where we randomize in the case of ties.
3. Let Qi = ∑n

j=1 Xij for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Select the
design that yielded the largestQi as the one associated
with the largestpi (randomize in the case of ties).

4 SCENARIO SELECTOR

Scenario Selector (Opicka and Pritsker 1998) is a
computer program which implements the procedures d
scribed in the previous section for statistically compar
ing scenarios defined by one or more AweSim models
Scenario Selector provides dialog boxes to define
the conditions under which screening and selection are
be performed, the scenarios to be considered as can
dates for selection or the Visual SLAM model parameter
that are to be used for defining new scenarios. Given th
candidate scenarios and the statistical confidence for dete
ing differences among scenarios,Scenario Selector
performs screening, selection, or screening and then s
lection, based on a single performance measure. Most
the procedures assume that the simulation output data a
normally distributed and comparisons are based on me
performance, butScenario Selector can also com-
pare scenarios based on theprobability that a scenario
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(multinomial selection).

To use the screening and selection algorithms, it is n
essary to supply a practical-significant difference leveδ,
and a confidence level with which the practical-significa
difference is to be detected. For the multinomial procedu
a practical-significant difference ratio must be specifi
The remaining specifications are the initial number of s
ulation runs to be made and the objective function, e
cost. The objective function is defined in the Visual SLA
model as the internally defined Visual SLAM array variab
XX[objective] whereobjective is an index.

A more difficult interface design issue is defining t
scenarios to be evaluated. There are two ways to de
the set of scenarios to be compared: (1) a list of dist
models from a specified project; or (2) a single mo
with scenarios defined by different parameter settings
particular, different combinations of Visual SLAMXX and
LL variables andRESOURCEcapacities. Scenarios ma
also be defined using a combination of (1) and (2).
illustration of Scenario Selector ’s user interface to
define scenarios to be compared is shown in Figure 1.

The pull-down list on the left provides the means f
selecting a project. AweSim maintains this list as the
rectory of all AweSim projects available on the compu
being used. After a project is selected, the AweSim scena
that have been developed under that project are avail
in the scenario name pull-down list. For comparing e
isting AweSim scenarios, an AweSim scenario is selec
and added to the list of selected scenarios. The proce
for defining scenarios in terms of variable values requ
selecting an AweSim scenario and specifying the num
of XX and LL variables andRESOURCEcapacities that
need to be defined for each alternative. The user can
set the values by invoking theSET VARIABLESor SET
87
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RESOURCESbutton, which causes screens to be displaye
for these inputs. If it is desired to set the variables a
evenly spaced intervals rather than by value, then theFILL
VARIABLES button is invoked.

Once the selection conditions and scenario definitio
information have been entered, the simulations are execut
by invoking theRUNbutton shown on the bottom of Figure 1.
When Scenario Selector has made a selection, the
selected scenario is presented to the user. The user m
then terminate theScenario Selector application and
proceed to retrieve the results.

All of the parameters that have been entered into th
Scenario Selector interface, including Report Header
data, can be saved to a file usingFile-Save As from the
menu bar and providing a directory path and file name whe
the input parameters should be saved. For example, o
could selectC:\Projects\Selector\ as the directory
path and enterEX51 as the file name. The file is saved
with an “.ss ” extension. When this file is opened, the
Scenario Selector input screens are populated with
the saved data.

The user may also provide a file name for storing th
output by selectingReport-File Name for Output
from the menu bar and providing a directory path and file
name where the output file(s) are to be saved. A Wor
document is created in this location. If the user checks th
Report-Detailed Report menu item, then an Excel
file containing results from each run is also produced.

This brief description ofScenario Selector il-
lustrates the need for classifying the inputs, procedure
and outputs when employing R&S procedures. Havin
researchers, industrial engineers, software developers a
simulation practitioners on the project team provided th
information and interaction necessary to develop usab
interfaces forScenario Selector .
Figure 1:  User Interface for Defining Alternative Scenarios
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5 EXPERIENCES WITH SCENARIO
SELECTOR APPLICATIONS

This section presents illustrations of the use ofScenario
Selector . The three model types used in the examp
are inventory; queueing; and project management. D
to space limitations, it is not possible to provide detail
problem statements or the Visual SLAM models. The foc
of the examples is on the use ofScenario Selector
and the presentation of outputs.

Example 1. The problem is the setting of a stock contr
level, reorder point and time between reviews for a perio
review inventory control system for a single product, a rad
(Pritsker and O’Reilly 1999, pp. 180–186, 392–395). T
performance measure is average weekly profit, where p
is equal to revenues minus costs; revenue is from the
of radios and costs are inventory carrying costs, lost sa
imputed cost, cost of reviewing inventory, and ordering a
purchasing costs. The calculation of average weekly pr
is included in the Visual SLAM model.

Subset selection is used in this example which
quires the input toScenario Selector of the practical-
significant difference level (δ = $1000), confidence level
(1 − α = 0.90) and initial number of runs (n0 = 20). The
objective is to select a subset of the scenarios that cont
the alternative that yields the highest expected weekly pro
The number of scenarios to be considered is four, consis
of combinations of three model variables: reorder poi
stock control level and time between reviews. Scenario
through 4 are associated with the following triples of the
variables, respectively: (18, 72, 4); (18, 72, 2); (10, 72,
and (10, 72, 4).

Figure 2 shows the output report fromScenario
Selector , which includes the problem and the inpu
that were specified. The scenarios that are retained
the subset of possible best alternatives are also identi
Scenario 2 is the only retained alternative and hence
the best scenario. Finally, the scenarios are listed al
with their decision variables and the average weekly pr
from each of the 20 runs. Scenario 2 had an average p
of $85,069 per week for the simulated time period.

Example 2. The model for this example involves
banking situation in which there are two tellers each w
their own queue. Arriving customers to the bank select
teller subsystem that has the fewest customers in it. If th
is a difference of two between the numbers of custom
in the two subsystems, then the last customer in the lon
queue jockeys to the queue of the other teller. The num
of customers who can be in the system is limited to twe
and, when the system is full, an arriving customer ba
from the bank. The system is simulated for a period
1,000 minutes.
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Scenario Selector Detailed Report

Simulation Project: INVENTORY SYSTEM
Modeler: PRITSKER Date: 2/05/99
Number of Scenarios: 4 Procedure:Avg (SubsetSelection)
Scenario Directory: C:\PROJECTS\EXAMPLE\ Larger Better? Yes
Practical Significant Difference: 1000.0
Confidence Level: 0.90

Selection Objective: Maximize profit
...
Retained Scenarios: Scenario2
Scenario Name Scenario1 Scenario2 Scenario3 Scenario4

Input Values:
Reorder Point 18 18 10 10
Stock Control level 72 72 72 72
Time Between Reviews 4 2 2 4
Results:
Mean 82050 85069 77171 74777
Variance 5559653 4643530 5157343 3101496
Standard Deviation 2358 2155 2271 1761
Total Sample Size 20 20 20 20

Run 1 78825 82865 74810 74981
Run 2 83485 88445 79532 77197

...
Run 19 84080 85979 78345 76780
Run 20 80290 85874 77475 73041

Figure 2: Scenario Selector Output for Inventory
Analysis

The problem is to determine the best way to estimate t
steady-state expected number of customers in the bank
system based on a restricted-time simulation. Two decisi
variables in making this estimate are the initial number
customers in the banking system and the time to clear init
results, since they are not representative of the steady-s
system behavior. A measure that has been proposed
evaluating initial conditions and clear (truncation) times
the mean square error (MSE) (Wilson and Pritsker 1978a
To compute the MSE, it is necessary to know the theoretic
mean or to have an estimate of it. For the bank teller mod
an analysis has been performed that computes the theore
mean.

For Example 2 we use the algorithm Two-Phase. It
desired to detect differences in the MSE of 0.04 with a co
fidence of 0.9. The Phase 1 number of runs is set at 20. T
scenario for this example is stored in the AweSim proje
whose name isEXAMPLE. Eight variable sets are defined by
two decision variables:XX[1] , the clear time, andLL[1] ,
the initial number in the system. The eight values are comb
nations of four initial conditions representing empty and id
(LL[1]=0 ); half-full (LL[1]=10 ); the closest integer to
the steady-state average (LL[1]=4 ); and the steady-state
median (LL[1]=3 ); and two clear times of 0 and 100.
Figure 3 shows a portion of theSET VARIABLESscreen
which specifies the eight scenarios defined by combinatio
of XX[1] andLL[1] .

The output report fromScenario Selector is
shown in Figure 4. At the top of the page the head
information input toScenario Selector is provided.
Scenario Selector statistically determined that Sce-
nario 3 was the best of the scenarios; it has a clear time o
and an initial number in the system of 4. The detailed resu
show the estimated MSE for all runs performed for a give
88
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Figure 3:  Decision Variables for the Scenarios of the Ba
Teller Model

scenario. After the first phase of sampling,Scenario
Selector retained Scenarios 1–4 in the subset as be
statistically indistinguishable within the practical-significa
MSE difference of 0.04. For each scenario, the estima
MSE, as well as its variance and standard deviation ba
on the total sample size, are also shown in Figure 4. T
confidence interval for multiple comparisons with the be
(MCB) and the differences from the best mean are a
outputs from the Two-Phase selection algorithm.

Example 3. Scenario Selector is used in this
example to compare alternative designs for an Armored
hicle Launched Bridge (AVLB). The original risk analys
was performed at the Army Mobility Research Develo
ment Center which provided the basis for the Visual SLA
models (Pritsker and O’Reilly 1999, pp. 301–306). Fo
different scenarios are available to develop an AVLB a
it is desired to select the scenario which has the high
probability of having the least total cost. To accomplish th
Scenario Selector Detailed Report

Simulation Project: Bank Tellers Modeler: Pritsker
Date: 10/29/98
Number of Scenarios: 8 Procedure: Avg(Two Phase)
Scenario Directory: C:\PROJECTS\EXAMPLE\ Larger Better? No
Significant Difference: 0.0400 Confidence Level: 0.90
Initial Number of Runs: 20
Selection Objective: Minimize Mean Square Error
...
Best Scenario: Scenario3
Retained Scenarios: Scenario1 Scenario2 Scenario3 Scenario4
Scenario Name Scenario1 Scenario2 Scenario3 Scenario4 Scenario5 Scenario6 Scenario7 Scenario8
Input Values:
XX[1] 0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100
LL[1] 0 3 4 10 0 3 4 10
Results:
Mean 0.1810 0.1764 0.1289 0.2087 0.1680 0.1741 0.1481 0.1830
Variance 0.0636 0.0594 0.0253 0.1058 0.0285 0.0389 0.0145 0.0699
Standard Dev 0.2522 0.2436 0.1592 0.3252 0.1689 0.1971 0.1205 0.2644
Interval (MCB) 0.0922 0.0875 0 0.1198 - - - -
Diff from Best 0.0522 0.0475 0 0.0798 - - - -
Total Sample Size 281 343 113 350 20 20 20 20

Figure 4: Scenario Selector Output for Bank Teller Model
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we use a multinomial selection algorithm. The multinomial
procedure requires a confidence level which is the probability
of making a correct selection (0.9), a difference ratio (1.6)
and the number of scenarios (4). Based on these input values
the number of runs to be made is determined to be 98 by
Scenario Selector , which includes the appropriate
tables to determine the smallest number of runs required
Since the scenarios were previously built, the user need only
identify them from the AweSim project name. Activating the
list of existing scenarios of the project from theScenario
Selector interface allows the user to pick the set of
scenarios to be compared.

Figure 5 shows the detailed report fromScenario
Selector for comparing the four AVLB design programs
using the multinomial algorithm. After presenting the input
values,Scenario Selector identifies the best scenario
as AVLB1. The output provides the cost for each scenario
for the 98 runs of which only the first three runs are shown
in Figure 5. The number of times each scenario had the

Scenario Selector Detailed Report

Simulation Project: COMPARING DESIGN PROJECTS
Modeler: PRITSKER Date: 2/08/99
Number of Scenarios: 4 Procedure: Multinomial
Scenario Directory: C:\PROJECTS\EXAMPLE\ Larger Better? No
Indifference Ratio: 1.6 Confidence Level: 0.90
Selection Objective: Select the project that has the least cost

the greatest number of times
...
Best Scenario: AVLB1

Scenarios AVLB1 AVLB2 AVLB3 AVLB4
Results:
Mean 1769 3086 2461 1672
Variance 196016 265715 45044 77613
Std.Dev. 443 515 212 279
Sample Size 98 98 98 98

Run 1 1443 3292 2538 2709
Run 2 2614 3277 2607 1497
Run 3 2555 2448 2548 1562

...

Total Wins out of 98 51 2 1 44

Figure 5: Scenario Selector Output for Example 3,
Comparing Design Programs
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lowest cost is displayed in the last row which indicates th
Scenario AVLB1 has the least cost in 51 of the 98 ru
while the other 3 scenarios had the least cost 2, 1 and
times, respectively.

6 EPILOG

All of the participants in this joint effort felt that it was
successful, and the creation ofScenario Selector —
a major enhancement to the output analysis capability
AweSim—is tangible proof that it was. Why was th
industry-university collaboration able to succeed when
many others fail? In this section we list some of the barrie
to such collaboration and how we believe we were able
overcome them.

• The difference between what is publishable
and what is useful: The desire to publish re-
search findings pushes academics toward top-
ics and results that are different, in a substantial
way, from what has been published previously.
The need to prove that results are better than
the status quo often narrows the class of prob-
lems or assumptions that are considered. This
approach to research is not always compatible
with what is useful, meaning robust, widely
applicable, usable and easily understood.

Our collaboration started with a National
Science Foundation proposal by G&N to pro-
duce results that are useful in applications,
and to work with the sponsoring software ven-
dors to see that technology transfer actually
occurred. In fact, two of the four procedures
implemented inScenario Selector were
not results of G&N’s work, but were recom-
mended by them because they satisfied Pritsker
Corporation’s needs. This approach was pos-
sible because neither academic needed to be
concerned with achieving tenure, so they were
willing to spend time on matters such as im-
plementation and testing that did not lead di-
rectly to publications. NSF’s requirement that
all engineering proposals contain a technol-
ogy transfer component also encouraged the
academics to focus on applications.

• The language barrier: The languages of re-
search and practice can be remarkably differ-
ent, and this presents an impediment to col-
laboration and technology transfer. Research
communication emphasizes precision and for-
mality because of the need to rigorously prove
correctness and to state results unambiguously.
Communication for practice emphasizes inter-
pretation and how a result will be applied,
90
because for the end user the software is just
a tool and not important in and of itself.

The language barrier existed in our col-
laboration, but because Pritsker had been an
academic researcher he was able to understan
G&N’s approach to problems and insist on a
translation into practical terms. His experience
in software product implementation provided
the joint effort with basic information on pro-
cedure invocation, input/output specifications,
and testing and evaluation. He also felt that
the struggle to communicate was worth the
effort and did not hesitate to restate and refine
until all parties understood.

• The difference between academic and indus-
try time scales: Academics often work on a
much longer time scale than industry, with
minimum time units of quarters (3 months) or
semesters (4 months). It is not unusual for a
university researcher to put aside a research
project for months or even years when progress
is slow or other work interferes. Obviously
this kind of schedule is incompatible with in-
dustry’s need to set product release dates, for
instance.

In this project, G&N were willing to work
to Pritsker Corporation’s schedule, particularly
with respect to answering questions in a timely
manner when Opicka was implementing the
procedures. And asScenario Selector
neared completion, G&N scheduled additional
meetings with Pritsker and Opicka and helped
in coding pieces of the algorithms.

• Bureaucracy: On any research project uni-
versities strive to protect the publishability of
results in the open literature and to control the
patent rights to any new ideas. On the other
hand, industry wants to own the results it pays
for in order to maintain market edge. Although
Pritsker was clearly aware of competitive mar-
ket issues, he understood the academics’ need
to publish. More importantly, he felt that
competitive advantage comes less from the
theoretical results themselves and more from
how effectively the results are implemented in
a product, as measured for instance by ease o
use, understandability, accuracy, etc. By hav-
ing the procedures implemented by Opicka as
an employee of Pritsker Corporation, Pritsker
Corporation maintained ownership of the im-
plementation, allowing the ideas to be freely
published.
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The members of the team all felt that the collaboration
garnered a number of positive experiences. In particular, the
academic-practitioner interaction spawned by the project was
invaluable—the academics were exposed to real-world prob
lems, while the practitioners implemented inScenario
Selector provably rigorous statistical algorithms. The
academics even helped do some production-level compute
coding, and they assisted in the design and developmen
of Scenario Selector ’s user-interface screens. The
practitioners also brought a number of interesting issues to
the fore. They suggested new, ongoing research avenue
e.g., the development of multi-stage algorithms that ex-
plicitly use sample-mean differences between alternatives
to cut down on subsequent sampling effort. Further, the
practitioners came up with other performance criteria under
which comparisons between alternatives can be made, e.g
an indifference zone for means based on ratios rather tha
differences. A final testament to the success of the joint
effort is that it has formed the basis for Opicka’s M.S. thesis
(Opicka 1999) and resulted in continuing research activities
among the four collaborators.
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